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Emmi & Einschwein 2. Im
Herzen ein Held!
Band 2
Emmi and Unipig 2: A Hero at
Heart!
Heroes sometimes emerge from the most unlikely places!
The two magical creatures of Emmi’s bossy schoolmate,
Antonia, and the grumpy Mr Bockel were accidentally
switched, and now everyone is miserable. Which is why
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Unipig and Emmi volunteer to reverse the unfortunate
exchange. Easier said than done! For Antonia to reclaim her
beloved matchling, Mr Bockel must agree to take back his
own magical creature, the dreaded spitworm. Which is how
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Unipig and Emmi discover the Bockel family’s long-kept
secret … and the spitworm reveals some unexpected
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Emmi and Unipig are simply adorable. Author Anna Böhm’s
little heroes convey the wise message ’Be true to yourself!’
with great humour and charm.
“A turbulent, beautiful, true-to-life story, bursting with
curious, clever, creative ideas, and the most wonderful
illustrations – just the way a children’s book should be.”
Gelnhäuser Neue Zeitung
English sample translations of book 1 - 3 of the series
available here!
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AUTHOR

Anna Böhm
Anna Böhm started out working with the Berliner Ensemble, studied
scriptwriting at the Filmakademie BW and has since worked as an
author. She has written several radio plays and children’s stories for
Deutschlandradio Kultur. In 2016, she came third in the children’s radio
play awards at Leipzig Book Festival with Unipig. Böhm lives with her
two daughters in Berlin.
ILLUSTRATOR

Susanne Göhlich
Susanne Göhlich was born in Jena in 1972. She began drawing while
studying art history in Leipzig and has never looked back. She works for
various publishers of children’s and school books, designs posters and
does illustrations for magazines. Susanne Göhlich lives with her son in
Leipzig.
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